Welcome to the Fine Arts IT Help Desk wiki! This space will provide some common troubleshooting tips and instructions for COFA faculty and staff and their UT-owned computers and devices.

### Spring 2020 Social Distancing Tech Updates

As we all get used to social distancing measures, here's some helpful links regarding how to handle technology:

- Telework and flexible work tools from ITS: [https://it.utexas.edu/telework-and-flexible-work-tools](https://it.utexas.edu/telework-and-flexible-work-tools)
- How to get help: [https://wikis.utexas.edu/display/faithelpdesk/Getting+Help](https://wikis.utexas.edu/display/faithelpdesk/Getting+Help)
- ITS operational status: [https://it.utexas.edu/coronavirus](https://it.utexas.edu/coronavirus)